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Please be advised that this presentation has been prepared exclusively for the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), and is provided for illustration purposes
only.
EBRD makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information set forth in this presentation. EBRD has not independently
verified any of the information contained in this presentation and accept no liability
whatsoever for any information, misstatement or omission contained therein.
Neither this presentation nor any part thereof, including, without limitation, any information,
opinion, advice or recommendation contained therein, is intended to constitute specific
technical, financial, commercial or legal advice and nothing therein purports in any manner
to replace professional advice. No express or implied warranties are made with regard to
this presentation, and there are no third party beneficiaries thereof. Neither EBRD, DGCA,
Climate Focus, Gaia Carbon Finance, IETA, Walburg & Partners nor any of their directors,
officers employees, shareholders or agents can be held liable for any errors, omissions or
inaccuracies this presentation may contain.
This presentation reflects the views of the consultants and not necessarily those of EBRD
nor DGCA. The presentation remains EBRD's property.
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1.

Carbon Offset Standards
and CORSIA
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CORSIA and Offset Eligibility
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•

ICAO’s Council adopted the first version of CORSIA’s Standards and Recommended
Practices (SARPs) in June 2018. These draft SARPs listed draft emission unit criteria

•

Early March 2019, the Council approved these criteria without further changes. The
emissions unit criteria defer much of the responsibility for ensuring the environmental
integrity of CORSIA-eligible offsets to the credit standards, and do not list specific
eligible certifications, vintages, or project types

•

Late March, the Council released the list of members appointed to the Technical
Advisory Body (TAB) that will assess emissions units programmes for eligibility under
CORSIA

•

Credit standards will now be invited to apply to be considered by the TAB for eligibility
in CORSIA. Following the evaluation, the TAB will present recommendations the Council

•

The Council may also hold an informal briefing on the implications of introducing
possible vintage and/or timeframe restrictions in late April or early May
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Programme Design Eligibility Criteria
At the programme level, ICAO should ensure that eligible offset credit programmes meet
the following design elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear methodologies and protocols, and their development process
Scope considerations (e.g. scale, project types, geography)
Offset credit issuance and retirement procedures
Identification and tracking (e.g. unique serial numbers, secure registry)
Legal nature and transfer of units
Validation and verification procedures
Programme governance
Transparency and public participation provisions (e.g. consultations, public review)
Safeguards system (e.g. environmental and social risks)
Sustainable development criteria
Avoidance of double counting, issuance and claiming

This could open up possibilities for both established compliance and voluntary carbon
standards as well as new market mechanisms developed nationally or internationally to
be applicable
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Carbon Offset Credit Integrity Criteria
In addition, offset credit programmes should deliver credits that represent emissions
reductions that meet the following principles to ensure environmental integrity:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Are additional
Are based on a realistic and credible baseline
Are quantified, monitored, reported, and verified
Have a clear and transparent chain of custody
Represent permanent emissions reductions
Assess and mitigate against potential increase in emissions elsewhere
Are only counted once towards a mitigation obligation
Do no net harm
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What are Carbon Standards?
•

Set of rules and methods which ensure the quality and integrity of carbon assets for
offset or compliance buyers

•

Carbon standards aim to ensure that emission reductions are real, measurable,
verifiable and additional to a ‘business as usual’ scenario

•

Most standards have a broad coverage, some focus on specific project types or regions

CDM
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Voluntary vs. Compliance Standards
Voluntary standard

versus

Compliance standard

CDM
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Standards applied in Turkey

•

Established in 2005 by the Climate
•
Group, IETA, the World Economic Forum
and the World Business Council

Established in 2003 by WWF, used by
governments, large companies, UN
Agencies

•

All economic sectors, including
agriculture, forestry and other land-use

•

Targets energy (RE and EE), forestry
and land use, and water projects

•

Own methodologies in addition to CDM
methodologies

•

Special emphasis on stakeholder
participation, consultations,
environmental and social benefits

•

Relatively flexible, shorter validation and
registration process, more supply and
lower price in the market.

•

Strict, relatively long validation and
registration process, generally higher
demand and pricing in the market.
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2.

Carbon Project Cycle
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Purchasing offsets directly
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Project cycle
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Project
identification

à

Stakeholder
consultation

Validation

à

Registration

Monitoring and
reporting

à

Verification

Sale of carbon
credits

à

PDD

à

Issuance

Project design
Project
identification

à

Stakeholder
consultation

à
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PDD

à
à

Validation

à

Registration

The Project Design Document (PDD) is the basis on which a carbon project is registered
under a carbon standard. It can be completed once the project design is completed and
relevant stakeholders have been consulted.
The document can be prepared by the project developer or a consultant, and covers the
following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project description, including a definition of the project boundary and scope
Baseline description
Additionality argument
Emission reduction calculation, including baseline, project and leakage emissions
Monitoring parameters and monitoring plan
Sustainable development impacts
Results from the stakeholder consultation process
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Project validation and registration
Project
identification

à

Stakeholder
consultation

à

PDD

à
à

Validation

à

Registration

•

Following the preparation of the PDD, this document and supporting evidence undergoes an
independent evaluation by a validator to confirm all requirements of a carbon standard are
met

•

Validators are private entities that are accredited by the regulatory body of the carbon
standard

•

When all validation findings are closed successfully, the project is recommended for
registration to a carbon standard, which takes the final decision on approving a project

•

If approved, the project is formally registered and listed in the registry of the respective
carbon standard

•

VERRA uses the APX registry, while the Gold Standard lists its projects on Markit
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Monitoring and issuance
Validation

à

Registration

à

Monitoring
and reporting

à
à

Verification
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à

Issuance

•

The GHG emission reductions of a carbon project are monitored, reported and
verified (MRV) periodically (typically once a year)

•

Monitoring refers to the measurement, collection and archiving of relevant performance
data of the carbon project. These include both the GHG mitigation results (the difference
between baseline emissions and the resulting projects emissions + leakage) and
sustainable development impacts

•

Verification is an independent review of the monitoring results, performed by a validator

•

Once approved by the validator and subsequently by the carbon standard, carbon
credits can be issued to the standard’s registry (1 VER = 1 tonne)
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Certification costs
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•

Cost of asset development depends on the standard applied; project type and scale;
programmatic vs. project approach to implementation; and location.

•

Key cost items include the preparation of the PDD; validation and verification by an
auditor, and payment of registration fee and issuance fees. Estimates of costs:
Estimated Cost

Comments

PDD stage

± EUR 20,000

Per PDD

± EUR 10,000

Per LSC Report and Passport

± EUR 2,000

Local Stakeholder Consultation

Validation

± EUR 10,000

Charged by auditor

Registration

$0.15 per credit (GS) or
$0.10 per credit (Verra)
annual average volume

Registration fee

Monitoring and reporting

± EUR 10,000

Per monitoring report

Verification

± EUR 7,000

Per verification round

Issuance

$0.30 per credit (GS) or
$0.10 per credit (Verra)

Of issued VERs

|

Stage

Once (upfront)
| Recurring (e.g. annual) |

Carbon asset development timeline
Drafting the PDD + LSC (± 4 months)

(± 8 months) Validation of the project
An independent third party checks whether the
description in the PDD is correct and whether the
proposed project meets the carbon standard
requirements. A site visit by the validator to the
project site is required. Findings are reported in a
validation report.

The PDD document introduces the technology applied, the
current situation, a calculation of the emission reductions
and the proposed monitoring plan for generated emission
reduction. A local stakeholder consultation may also be
required

Registration with Standard (± 2 months)
Based on the validation report the carbon standard
decides on the registration of the programme, providing it
with a final recognition as a carbon offset project.

(≥ 1 year) Implementation stage
It is important that the programme is implemented
as described in the PDD and that the monitoring
plan is closely followed. After a certain period of
operation, typically after one year, the first
monitoring report can be drafted, calculating the
emission reductions achieved.

(± 1 month) Issuance of credits
Following approval of the verification report, the
carbon standard issues the VERs to the indicated
registry account.
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Verification (± 3 months)
An independent third party or verifier checks whether the
monitoring report is correct, meets the carbon standard
requirements and lists its findings in a verification report.
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3.

Carbon projects in Turkey
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Carbon projects in Turkey
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•

As of late 2018, Turkey had 244 registered carbon projects, of which 114 under the
VCS and 130 under the Gold Standard.

•

From these projects, 79 have successfully issued carbon credits (all but two of these
are registered under the Gold Standard).

•

Average emission reduction potential of a project is 75,000 tCO2, ranging between 2,600
tCO2 and 580,000 tCO2 (hydropower).

GS

VCS

Registered projects in Turkey under the Gold Standard (130, left) and VCS (114, right)
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Carbon projects in Turkey
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•

Total installed capacity represented by these 244 registered projects is 8.9 GW. This
represents almost 30% of Turkey’s installed RE capacity, and 10% of total capacity

•

Of these projects, 39 renewable energy projects are being supported through EBRD’s
Turkish Mid-size Sustainable Energy Financing Facility, with a total emission reduction
potential of around 2.9 million tCO2e by 2018
Project type
Hydropower

5,188 MW

Wind power

3,629 MW

Geothermal

104 MW

Solar power

7,3 MW

Total
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Installed capacity

8,929 MW

Projects supported by MidSEFF’s carbon
market development programme
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Example 1: SENA Hydropower
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Example 2: Edincik Wind Power
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Example 3: Babadere Geothermal
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